Influence of Coriolis Force Upon Bottom Boundary Layers in a Large-Scale Gravity Current Experiment: Implications for Evolution of Sinuous Deep-Water Channel Systems
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Abstract Oceanic density currents in many deep-water channels are strongly influenced by the Coriolis force. The dynamics of the bottom boundary layer in large geostrophic flows and low Rossby number turbidity currents are very important for determining the erosion and deposition of sediment in channelized contourite currents and many large-scale turbidity currents. However, these bottom boundary layers are notoriously difficult to resolve with oceanic field measurements or in previous small-scale rotating laboratory experiments. We present results from a large, 13-m diameter, rotating laboratory platform that is able to achieve both stratified and highly turbulent flows in regimes where the rotation is sufficiently rapid that the Coriolis force can potentially dominate. By resolving the dynamics of the turbulent bottom boundary in straight and sinuous channel sections, we find that the Coriolis force can overcome centrifugal force to switch the direction of near-bed flows in channel bends. This occurs for positive Rossby numbers less than +0.8, defined as $Ro_f = \frac{<U>}{R_f}$, where $<U>$ is the depth and time-averaged velocity, $R$ is the radius of channel curvature, and $f$ is the Coriolis parameter. Density and velocity fields decoupled in channel bends, with the densest fluid of the gravity current being deflected to the outer bend of the channel by the centrifugal force, while the location of velocity maximum shifted with the Coriolis force, leading to asymmetries between left- and right-turning bends. These observations of Coriolis effects on gravity currents are synthesized into a model of how sedimentary structures might evolve in sinuous turbidity current channels at various latitudes.

Plain Language Summary Many of the largest currents in the oceans depths are dense, gravity-driven, flows that pour down deep-water channels. These large gravity currents include dense overflows, as well as sediment-laden turbidity currents and contourite flows. The dynamics of these gravity currents can be strongly affected by the Coriolis force. This study examines the effect of the Coriolis force on the flow structure of oceanic gravity currents flowing through straight and sinuous channels. A set of 22 experiments were carried out on the world’s largest rotating experimental facility, the LEGI Coriolis platform in Grenoble, France. Our detailed measurements of velocity and internal density structure imply that at higher latitudes Coriolis force dominates and changes the direction of the flow near the bed leading to differences between flows going around a left-turning versus a right-turning bend. Our observations are relevant to the large deep-water channels formed on the ocean floor by successive turbidity currents. Near the Equator these channels tend to be noticeably sinuous, however, recent studies have shown that this sinuosity decreases with latitude. One possibility is that latitudinal variations in the Coriolis force may influence the evolution of these channels through changing near-bed patterns of erosion and deposition.

1. Introduction

Oceanic density currents drain through deep-water channels. Examples of oceanic density currents include dense water flows from marginal seas (Ivanov et al., 2004) and large-scale overflows (Legg et al., 2009). In addition to these well-known thermohaline flows, there are a class of geologically important density currents, namely, contourite currents and turbidity currents, which are important for the distribution of sediment, carbon, heat, and pollutant fluxes in the oceans (Peakall & Sumner, 2015; Rebesco et al., 2014;...)
Submarine channels are very large geological features that are formed by the passage of successive turbidity currents over thousands of years (Maslin et al., 2006; Piper & Deptuck, 1997). At high latitudes, such channels are known to be strongly influenced by the Coriolis force (e.g., Akhmetzhanov et al., 2007; Hesse et al., 1987), in marked contrast to rivers, where the Coriolis force is always small (Cossu et al., 2010, 2015; Cossu & Wells, 2013; Komar, 1969). Submarine channels have recently been shown to exhibit a global variation in channel sinuosity, with highly sinuous channels in equatorial regions, progressively decreasing to near straight channels at latitudes higher than 50°, in complete contrast to rivers (Peakall et al., 2012). Explanations for this global sinuosity variation, most notably for larger channels, have been linked to Coriolis and rotational effects (Cossu & Wells, 2013; Peakall et al., 2013; Wells & Cossu, 2013; Cossu et al., 2015). However, experimental investigations of the influence of Coriolis on the fluid dynamics of these channels have largely been limited to velocity profiles and isolated low-resolution two-dimensional cross-sectional velocity fields. These experiments have been too small to assess the development of Ekman boundary layers (Cossu et al., 2010, 2015; Wells & Cossu, 2013) that would potentially dominate the flows near the beds of these channels, where sediment erosion and deposition takes place. Most previous laboratory experiments investigating Coriolis effects on gravity currents were at relatively low Reynolds numbers in shallow flows (Cenedese et al., 2004; Cenedese & Adduce, 2008; Cossu et al., 2010, 2015; Cossu & Wells, 2010; Wåhlin et al., 2008; Wells, 2009; Wells & Cossu, 2013), making it difficult to measure properties in these laminar or nearly laminar boundary layers. Hence, in order to understand how the near-bed turbulence levels and secondary circulation patterns of turbulent gravity currents potentially vary as a function of latitude, it is important to conduct gravity current experiments in deeper flows at large Reynolds numbers.

The Coriolis force acts at right angles to the direction of the flow and can change the dynamics of gravity currents flowing in a channel in several fundamental ways. First, the upper density interface of a gravity current will be deflected laterally; in a straight channel this interface will be deflected until the flow reaches a geostrophic balance between the pressure gradient and Coriolis forces (Cossu et al., 2015; Darelius & Wåhlin, 2007; Komar, 1969). In such a case, when flows come into a geostrophic balance, the bulk speed of a gravity current can be substantially reduced (Cossu et al., 2010) with the speed approximately given by the “Nof velocity” (Wåhlin et al., 2008). Second, the lateral Coriolis force can induce substantial secondary flows even in gravity currents flowing in straight channels (Darelius, 2008; Johnson & Ohlsen, 1994). In a straight channel, the Coriolis force tends to deflect the bulk of the flow to the right-hand side in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left in the Southern Hemisphere when looking downstream (Cossu et al., 2010), as depicted schematically in Figure 1a. On the other hand, when a current enters a curved channel (with a bend turning to the left) centrifugal and Coriolis forces join each other when looking downstream in the Northern Hemisphere, whereas the two forces oppose each other in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 1b). For a gravity current flowing in a straight channel a Rossby number is defined in terms of the channel width ($W$), and depth-and time averaged velocity ($<U>$) where angle brackets denote a time-average and an overbar a depth-average, and Coriolis parameter ($f$) as

$$R_{OW} = \frac{<U>}{fW}.$$  

(1)

The circulation in a sinuous channel is a function of the effect of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces on the downstream velocity, which leads to a deflection of the flow and produces cross-stream velocities. To determine the dominating force, a Rossby number is instead defined in terms of the channel radius of curvature ($R$) as

$$R_{OR} = \frac{<U>}{fR}.$$  

(2)

With these definitions the two Rossby numbers are related as $R_{OR} = R_{OW} (W/R)$. The Coriolis parameter is defined as twice the solid body rotation rate ($\Omega$), i.e., $f = 2 \Omega$. For an oceanographic flow on the (near-) spherical earth, it is the projection of the rotational vector that matters and so Coriolis varies with latitude ($\theta$) as $f = 2 \Omega \sin \theta$, where $\Omega = 2\pi$/day for the Earth. We note that the radius $R$ has a sign indicating whether the Coriolis force acts either with or against the centrifugal force (Cossu & Wells, 2010), so that for a given channel in the Northern Hemisphere, a bend turning to the left (looking downstream) has positive $R_{OR}$.
Figure 1. A schematic of the direction of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces in a channel in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres in (a) the straight section (position X1 in the experiments) and (b) the second bend apex (position X2 in the experiments). A schematic of the downstream and cross-stream velocities in a straight channel, with (c) no rotation, (d) Northern Hemisphere rotation, and (e) Southern Hemisphere rotation, based upon the data in Cossu et al. (2010). Schematics of the downstream and cross-stream velocities in a left-turning channel bend are sketched for the cases of (f) no rotation, (g) Northern Hemisphere rotation, and (h) Southern Hemisphere rotation, based upon the data from Cossu and Wells (2010). In (h) the dashed line represents the ambiguity in what happens in bottom 2.5 cm. The red, yellow, and blue vectors show the downstream, maximum downstream, and cross-stream velocities, respectively. The basal blue dashed line represents the region below 0.5 cm height where flows in the bottom boundary layer could not be measured. Furthermore, even the lowermost measurements at the 0.5-cm position were an average of the flow above and below this flow height and thus are unreliable (see text for details).
Coriolis force acts in the same direction as centrifugal force, while a bend turning to the right has negative $Ro_R$ (Coriolis force is in the opposite direction to the centrifugal force). Previous work by Cossu and Wells (2010) and Wells and Cossu (2013) documented how the tilt of the upper interface depends upon $Ro_R$. In a sinuous channel, alternating bends will change the sign of the Rossby number, but $Ro_R = -1$ is the specific case where the Coriolis and centrifugal forces are balanced. This lead Komar (1969) to predict that for this special case the upper interface of a gravity current would be parallel with Earth’s surface as the density current flowed around a bend (assuming a bend of constant curvature).

The main effects of the Coriolis force upon the velocity structure of gravity currents when flowing in straight and sinuous submarine channels are summarized in Figure 1, based upon previous studies (Cossu et al., 2010; Cossu & Wells, 2010). The coordinate system is introduced in Figures 1a and 1b, so that the centrifugal and Coriolis forces act in the same direction for left-turning channels in the Northern Hemisphere, i.e., having a positive $Ro_R$. A summary of the mean flow structure of a density current in a straight channel is shown in Figures 1c–1e, which schematically summarizes the data of Cossu et al. (2010). The downstream velocity measurements of Cossu et al. (2010) included a single data point located 0.025 m above the bottom and at the center of a straight channel with a current thickness of approximately 0.06 m. Cross-stream velocities were measured at six points (vertically spaced 0.01 m from each other), starting 0.005 m from the bottom. Figure 1c, corresponding to their nonrotating case ($Ro_W = \infty$), displays the helicoidal flow that converges at the top and diverges at the bottom through two adjacent cells spinning in opposite directions. However, the flow is deflected to the right when it experiences positive rotation (Figure 1d). Cossu et al. (2010) report interior flows of up to 0.005 m s$^{-1}$ surrounded by two return flows at the top and the bottom of the gravity current. They postulated that such return flows are influenced by Ekman dynamics, and cross-stream velocities (as measured perpendicular to the channel, see Peakall & Sumner, 2015, for a discussion of
reference frames) can be of the order of 10% of the downstream velocities in these channels. Figure 1e corresponds to negative rotation rate, which basically mirrors the flow field displayed in Figure 1d as the rotation rate remains the same, but direction is reversed. Furthermore, for Rossby numbers smaller than two, Cossu et al. (2010) found a good agreement between their theoretical model that included Ekman boundary layer dynamics and velocity observations from a gravity current in a straight channel. Other experimental studies (Darelius, 2008; Davies et al., 2006; Johnson & Ohlsen, 1994) and studies of gravity currents in nature (Fer et al., 2010; Johnson & Sanford, 1992; Sherwin, 2010; Umlauf & Arneborg, 2009a, 2009b) have reported the same behavior of flow fields and secondary circulation patterns as Cossu et al. (2010). Note that, due to the small scales of the flow in Cossu et al. (2010), they could not directly investigate the dynamics of the Ekman boundary layer as they calculated it to be thinner than 0.005 m (assuming a viscosity of 10^{-6} m^2 s^{-1}) and therefore not detectable by the Metflow Ultrasonic Doppler Velocity Profiler (UDVP) used in their experiments.

A schematic summary of the previous descriptions of how the Coriolis force deflects flows in a sinuous channel is shown in Figures 1f–1h. Figures 1g and 1h summarize the findings of Cossu and Wells (2010) and Cossu et al. (2015) for the influence of strong Coriolis effects, while the behavior of a supercritical current in a bend without rotation is illustrated in Figure 1f. Starting with the case of no Coriolis force (Figure 1f), the maximum centrifugal force occurs at the level of maximum downstream velocity, and the average sense of secondary flows is determined by the location of the velocity maximum, the degree of net cross-stream fluid movement associated with changes in superelevation, and the nature of changes in the cross-stream density distribution (Dorrell et al., 2013, 2018; Peakall & Sumner, 2015). For supercritical flows, the strong mixing at the upper interface dominates the drag on the density current (Meiburg & Kneller, 2010; Turner, 1973; Wells et al., 2010), which results in the downstream maximum velocity being quite close to the bottom of the current. The secondary flow is then in the direction of the outer bend at the bed and a return flow occurs at the surface (Dorrell et al., 2013; Keevil et al., 2006; Peakall & Sumner, 2015; Serchi et al., 2011). The main secondary circulation in the nonrotating supercritical experiments of Cossu and Wells (2010) similarly shows basal flow directed towards the outer bank (Figure 4a of Cossu & Wells, 2010). The case shown in Figure 1f is for a single flow cell; however, in some experimental and numerical cases multiple vertically stacked secondary flow cells are observed, with the basal flow in the lowermost secondary flow cell, typically oriented towards the inner bank (Dorrell et al., 2013, 2018; Imran et al., 2007; Islam & Imran, 2008). A developing lower secondary cell with basal flow towards the inner bank was suggested in the experiments of Cossu and Wells (2010), however, as noted earlier the resolution in the basal measurements was limited. Studies by Keevil et al. (2006), Imran et al. (2007), and Dorrell et al. (2018) reported cross-stream velocities of order 10% of the mean flow for nonrotating experiments. When the Coriolis force comes into effect and acts in the same direction as the centrifugal force (RoR > 0), as indicated in Figure 1g, the structure of the flow is quite similar to the nonrotating case, with the major difference being a super elevation of the upper interface. While there may have been a small drop in cross-stream flow, the previous observations of Cossu and Wells (2010) were not able to resolve if the magnitude of cross-stream velocity changed significantly and also did not resolve the bottom boundary layer. On the other hand, when the Coriolis force opposes the centrifugal force (Figure 1h), secondary flow decreases and in some cases is almost absent (see Figures 3c and 3d of Cossu & Wells, 2010). However, the estimate of the Ekman boundary layer thickness by Cossu and Wells (2010) is much smaller than 0.01 m, indicating that it was not detected by their UDVP (indicated by a dashed line in Figure 1h). Note that the UDVP technique used in these shallow flows (~6-cm depth; Cossu & Wells, 2010; Cossu et al., 2010) had a varying spatial resolution across the channel (vertical sampling size of ~0.15–0.75 cm across the channel), and given that the lowermost probe was positioned with the transducer center at 0.005 m above the floor, then this lowermost probe may have sampled the Ekman boundary layer, but if so would have averaged measurements from both the Ekman boundary layer and the overlying flow. Hence, it was difficult to predict how these flows would transport sediment in the bottom boundary layer.

The growth and evolution of sinuous submarine channels could be influenced by how the Coriolis force deflects the upper interface and internal density structure of a turbidity current. The potential effects on the upper interface are more obvious and were identified by Komar (1969) as a tendency for the Coriolis and centrifugal effects to work together in left-turning bends in the Northern Hemisphere, thereby
producing higher super elevation of flows, and hence, higher channel banks, than right-turning bends. A less obvious effect of the Coriolis force is that it could also influence secondary and Ekman boundary layer flows at the bed of sinuous channels, driving different sediment transport regimes than nonrotating flows. This effect was investigated by Cossu et al. (2015), who conducted a series of experiments over an erodible bed and simulated high and low latitude situations by changing the magnitude of the Coriolis force. They found that deposition occurred on alternating inner bends of sinuous channel at low latitudes (Cossu et al., 2015), confirming earlier experimental and numerical work on nonrotating sinuous channel deposition (Amos et al., 2010; Darby & Peakall, 2012; Peakall et al., 2007). Conversely, patterns of erosion and deposition changed significantly, and both were located on the same side of sinuous channel bends at high latitudes, where the Coriolis force dominates (|u/ReR| > 1). To further understand how the Coriolis force influences the evolution of these geological systems it requires a better understanding of the flow near the boundary, which will be related to the development of an Ekman boundary layer.

The classical descriptions of an idealized Ekman boundary layer require there to be no stratification, a flat bottom, no centrifugal force, and a constant viscosity, conditions that clearly do not hold in any real channelized gravity current at large oceanographic scales (Gong et al., 2017; Peakall & Sumner, 2015). Ekman boundary layer theory can be modified to include how stratification, or a nonconstant turbulent diffusivity, might modify a deep flow over a flat boundary (summarized in Cushman-Roisin, 1994), as for flows in the atmosphere or ocean. However, there is no theory for how the Coriolis force influences the boundary layer flow beneath currents that are both very strongly stratified and have pronounced vertical gradients of horizontal velocity. There have only been a few studies looking at high Reynolds number Ekman boundary layers without stratification (Caldwell et al., 1972; Ferrero et al., 2005; Howroyd & Slawson, 1975; Sous et al., 2013) or in lower Reynolds number gravity currents with stratification (Cossu et al., 2010; Cossu & Wells, 2010; Dareljus, 2008; Johnson & Ohlsen, 1994). While field observations of turbulent Ekman boundary layers beneath large-scale gravity currents are very helpful (Johnson & Ohlsen, 1994; Johnson & Sanford, 1992; Muench et al., 2009; Peters & Johns, 2006; Seim & Fer, 2011), these are fairly limited in terms of covering a sufficient number of locations at different latitudes to yield a range of Ekman and Rossby numbers. Hence, in order to understand the potential role of Ekman boundary layers in driving erosional/depositional patterns in turbidity currents flowing in large sinuous channels, an important first step is to understand how secondary flows and turbulence magnitude change near the bed underneath a high Reynolds number gravity current over a range of Coriolis parameter values representing flows near the Equator and flows at high latitudes.

In the current study, we focus on the effect of the Coriolis force on erosion at the bottom of deep-water channels and the shear stress that is caused by these large-scale currents. Our objective is to measure detailed velocity and turbulence distributions within channelized gravity currents, as a function of the Coriolis force, concentrating on the bottom boundary layer. This bottom boundary layer has important implications for basal shear stress distributions, the direction of sediment transport in the bottom boundary layer, and hence, the evolution of deep-water channels. The data on the distribution of turbulence will then be applied to provide an analysis of secondary flow and associated turbulence around bends, for the first time. We conclude with an assessment of how channelized flows alter as a function of Rossby number and therefore latitude, exploring the implications of how this effect might shift the locations of erosion and deposition within channels and hence, the evolution of channel sinuosity.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Parameters and Definitions

The dynamics of rotating gravity currents can be described in terms of four key dimensionless variables; the vigor of turbulence can be described by a Reynolds number (Re), the stabilizing effects of stratification are described by a bulk Froude number (Fr), the influence of Coriolis force can be defined by two Rossby numbers in terms of channel width (RoW) or channel curvature (RoR), and the importance of the rotation within the well-mixed bottom boundary layer can be described by an Ekman number (Ek). Using these dimensionless parameters allows a meaningful extrapolation of the dynamics of our laboratory experiments to field-scale settings, and a useful comparison between various laboratory experiments, as shown in the supporting information, Table S1. The bulk Reynolds number of the flow (Re) is defined as
\[ Re = \frac{<U> \cdot H}{\nu}, \]  

where \(<U>\) is the velocity time-averaged over the experiment and depth-averaged over the depth of the gravity current \(H\) and \(\nu\) is the kinematic viscosity of water (which at average laboratory conditions of 21°C is \(\nu = 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}\)). \(H\) can be defined in several ways, such as identifying a depth of velocity reversal (Dorrell et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2013) or various integrals of momentum and buoyancy (Ellison & Turner, 1959; Sequeiros, 2012; Wells et al., 2010). While these integral methods are effective at describing low Froude number flows with sharp interfaces, they do not work as well for turbulent flows with diffuse interfaces and often predict flow depths that are below a significant portion of the density or velocity gradients. Hence, for pragmatic reasons we define \(H\) as the depth of the flow from the bottom of the channel to the upper point where the downstream velocity is 5% of the maximum downstream velocity \((U(z) = 0.05 U_{\text{max}})\). This definition of \(H\) gives very similar results to other methods but is more straightforward to calculate when the diffuse density interface is laterally tilted, as occurs in the present experiments.

The densimetric Froude number for the flow is defined as

\[ Fr = \frac{<U>}{\sqrt{g' H}}, \]  

where the reduced gravity \(g'\) is defined as \(g' = g (\rho - \rho_0)/\rho_0\) in terms of the difference between depth-averaged density of the fluid \(\rho\) within the depth \(H\) and the density of the ambient fresh water above the gravity current \(\rho_0\). The density of the ambient fluid ranged between 998.3 and 998.8 kg m\(^{-3}\) and was measured for every experiment using an Anton Paar DMA 35 portable densitometer with a manufacturer-stated accuracy of \(\pm 1 \text{ kg m}^{-3}\) and a resolution of 0.1 kg m\(^{-3}\).

The degree to which Coriolis or frictional forces dominate within a well-mixed bottom boundary layer can be expressed by a turbulent Ekman number \((Ek)\), which can be defined as (Arneborg et al., 2007; Cushman-Roisin, 1994; Perlin et al., 2007)

\[ Ek = \frac{U^*}{f h}, \]  

where \(U^*\) is the near-bed shear velocity and following the study by Johnson and Sanford (1992) on Ekman layers in the Faroe Bank channel outflow, the relevant length-scale \(h\) is the elevation of the maximum downstream velocity from the bed. The near-bed shear velocity \((U^*)\), in the region below the velocity maximum of depth \(h\), was calculated in experiments from the vector sum of downstream and cross-stream Reynolds stresses. In this paper we will report near-bed means of \(U^*\) over the depth \(h\). This region near the bed is also most likely to be well mixed. Above the depth of the velocity maximum, the gravity current is strongly stratified and hence, would not be expected to contain a classical Ekman boundary layer, which was derived for a uniform background flow in a homogenous fluid (Cushman-Roisin, 1994). Within the well-mixed layer, frictional force dominates when \(Ek >> 1\), whereas Coriolis force dominates when \(Ek << 1\) (Cushman-Roisin, 1994). From the definition of Ekman number in equation (5), \(Ek = O(1)\) would imply that the flow dynamics in the well-mixed near-bed boundary layer is in a balance between friction and Coriolis forces. The predicted depth of an Ekman boundary \((d)\) can be approximated by setting \(Ek = 1\) and rearranging equation (5) to give a length-scale \(d \sim U^*/f\). Therefore, the predicted depth of a theoretical Ekman boundary layer \((d)\) decreases as \(f\) increases, implying that the process of transferring momentum vertically becomes more efficient as rotation increases. Observations of temperature and velocity profiles made by Mercado and Van Leer (1976) from well-mixed boundaries on the southwest Florida continental shelf suggest that the Ekman layer depth, \(d\), scales as \((\text{Mercado & Van Leer, 1976; Perlin et al., 2007})\)

\[ d = 0.4 \frac{U^*}{f}. \]  

Hence, using equations (5) and (6), the ratio of the theoretical Ekman boundary layer thickness \(d\), to the depth \(h\) of the well-mixed layer below the velocity maximum of a gravity current, should scale as
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\[ d/h = 0.4 \, Ek. \quad (7) \]

This scaling implies that there would only be enough depth for a classical Ekman spiral to be accommodated in the well-mixed boundary layer of a gravity current for cases of \( Ek < 2.5 \), as only in these cases would \( d < h \) (see also Darelius, 2008). Conversely, the predicted Ekman boundary layer would be thicker than the well-mixed boundary layer for cases where \( Ek > 2.5 \) (where \( d > h \)) and hence, would be strongly influenced by the overlying stratification. Therefore, while the previous experiments of Cossu and Wells (2010) and Cossu et al. (2010) were somewhat turbulent, there would have been a stratification-modified Ekman boundary layer in their lower layers in the cases where \( Ek > 2.5 \). While there are some studies on a stratification-modified Ekman boundary layer (Garrett et al., 1993; Price & Sundermeyer, 1999; Taylor & Sarkar, 2008), there is no simple theory to describe velocity structure beneath a turbulent and stratified gravity current. This provides further justification of the need for present experiments. We note that the interpretation of Ekman in equation (7) is essentially the same as by Arneborg et al. (2007) and Cenedese et al. (2004), who also interpret the Ekman number as defining the ratio of a relevant vertical length-scale of a gravity current to the thickness of an Ekman boundary layer. We further note that the turbulent Ekman number in equation (5) can be derived from the standard definition of a laminar and viscous Ekman boundary layer by assuming that a constant turbulent viscosity can be defined from shear velocity as \( \nu_{turb} \sim U^*d \) (Cushman-Roisin, 1994). Substitution of this expression for viscosity into the standard definition for a laminar Ekman number (where \( Ek = v/d^2 \); Cushman-Roisin, 1994) then leads to equation (5).

2.2. Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted at the LEGI Coriolis Platform in Grenoble, France. This facility consists of a 13-m diameter, 1.2-m deep circular pool, which is built on a 16-m diameter concrete foundation. This setup can spin at different clockwise or counterclockwise spinning rates to simulate the Coriolis forces representative of Southern and Northern Hemispheres of the Earth. An 11-m long channel model was positioned within the pool. The 0.6-m wide and 0.5-m deep transparent acrylic channel model consisted of an initial tapered inlet section with a honeycomb baffle for flow straightening and turbulence control, a 3.2-m long straight section, and two bends with a midchannel radius of curvature of 1.49 m; the sinuous section had a sinuosity of 1.2, defined as the ratio of along-stream length of the channel to the straight line distance. The channel model slope was 3/50 radians (3.4° or 6% gradient), and the channel terminated 0.1 m off the floor. A schematic (along with the coordinate system) and a photograph of the channel model are shown in Figures 2a and 2b.

Saline fluid (with temperature in the range of 21–22 °C) was pumped into the top of the channel, forming a gravity current that flowed along the channel and off the end. The basal 0.1 m of the 13-m diameter pool operated as a sump for the denser saline fluid to accumulate. This accumulated dense fluid was drained at a rate of \( 20 \text{ m}^3 \text{ hr}^{-1} \) (5.55 L s \(^{-1}\)) to limit in-channel ambient fluid modification. Two long metal rails were positioned to either side of the channel model across the full width of the flume to carry a computerized platform, which could be positioned at any point along the channel. The platform itself contained the controls for two Schneider slides oriented in traverse and vertical directions, enabling xyz control.

The pool was filled with fresh water to a depth of 1 m, and experiments were performed after the ambient fluid was spun up to solid body rotation over a period of at least 12 hr. For the fastest rotation rates of \( \Omega = \pm 0.167 \text{ rad s}^{-1} \), the water surface would form a parabola with a height of \( h_p = (\Omega^2/2 \, g) \, R^2 \). Hence, the difference in water elevation over the radius of the tank (\( R = 6.5 \text{ m} \)) is order 0.06 m, i.e., much less than the 6% bottom slope of the channel. There were two measurement positions along the channel, namely, position X1 and position X2. Position X1 was located at the straight section and defined as 0.56 m upstream from the start of the straight channel (Figure 2a). Position X2 was placed at the second bend apex (which was a left-turning bend, as looking downstream) and located 7.01 m downstream of position X1 (Figure 2a). As noted in Table S2, a total of 22 experiments, comprising 11 Rossby conditions at two positions along the channel, were performed with rotation rates in the range of \( -0.167 \leq \Omega \leq +0.167 \text{ rad s}^{-1} \). Note that at the Equator, where the Coriolis force is absent (\( f = 0 \text{ radians}^{-1} \)) it is easier to plot 1/\( Ro_W \) or 1/\( Ro_K \) = 0 in comparison to \( Ro_W \) or \( Ro_K \) = ∞. Thus, for convenience the inverse of the Rossby number is used in all plots in this study, as per prior work (Cossu et al., 2015). The density of the inflow was reduced to approximately 1,010 kg
m$^{-3}$ as a result of mixing in the inlet box. The data used in the analysis were collected after the saline current had flowed for 15 min, as after this time the flow density had become constant at the measurement sections. Details of the flow parameters are documented in Table S3.

A Microscale Conductivity and Temperature Instrument (MSCTI) from Precision Measurement Engineering was used to determine the density structure of the gravity current. The density data correspond to a time-averaged density that was averaged over 167 density data points that were collected over a period of 15 min. Details of its use are provided in the supplemental files.

A pair of Nortek Vectrino Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter Probes (ADVP, Vectrino profiler) probes were used for mapping three-dimensional flow velocities at a frequency of 100 Hz. Details of the use of the ADVP are provided in the supporting documents. The ADVP can measure three component velocities at 30 measurement points over a depth range of 0.03 m, with this zone starting 0.04 m below the probe head. However, those measurement ranges are adjustable based on the situation of the experiment, which will be further explained in this section. Movement of ADVP probes on the programmable automatic traverse in the $y$ and $z$ planes allowed detailed velocity profiles to be undertaken at spatial positions X1 and X2. In each position a total of 13 ADVP locations existed within the channel (as shown in Figure 2c), consisting of 11 locations at the centerline and two locations 0.15 m to the right and left of the centerline. Velocity profiles were sampled at each measurement location for 60 s. Hence, each experimental measurement period lasted for approximately 15 min, considering the elapsed time for movement between measurement locations. For each case, maximum time-averaged stream-wise velocities, $<U>_{\text{max}}$, were computed within the lowermost 30 mm of the current. Maximum time-averaged spanwise velocities, $<V>_{\text{max}}$, were computed within the lowermost $h_{U\text{max}}$ of the current, where $h_{U\text{max}}$ is the elevation of the maximum time-averaged stream-wise velocity. Error bars represent one standard error from the mean (68.2% confidence intervals) and were estimated using the equations provided by Benedict and Gould (1996).

The pair of ADVPs in use were named ADVP1 and ADVP2 with the former being the basal probe (Figure 2d). ADVP1 was mounted at the center of the channel at a distance of 0.07 m from the bottom at position X1. However, for position X2 this distance ranged from 0.063 to 0.067 m depending on lateral position, suggesting that there was some small-scale lateral slope variation at the bend apex. ADVP1 measured three component velocities at 28 measurement points over a depth range of 0.028 m, with this zone starting 0.042 m below the probe head. On the other hand, ADVP2 produced three component velocity profiles at 21 measurement points over a depth range of 0.021 m, with this zone starting 0.045 m below the probe head. The offsets in the $x$ and $z$ directions for ADVP2 (relative to ADVP1) were 0.11 and 0.021 m, respectively, suggesting the two ADVPs had a 0.009 m overlap in the profiles they produced. The details of the position of the ADVPs are illustrated in Figure 2d. Note that the 0.11 m distance between the two ADVPs in the $x$ direction was required as this minimized side lobe interference but resulted in locating the two ADVPs at slightly different parts of the bend. This led to some discrepancy in consecutive downstream or cross-stream velocity profiles, as will be observed later in the results section. In most of the figures and calculations in this paper we solely focus on the data collected by ADVP1, which consists of the bottom 0.028 m of the gravity current.

Once the data were filtered and transformed and the bed was identified, the near-bed shear velocity ($U^*$) was estimated from Reynolds stress components, allowing calculation of the dimensionless drag coefficient $C_D$ (Cosu & Wells, 2012; Dallimore et al., 2001). The magnitude of the shear stress can be expressed as $\tau = \rho U^2$, which is the vector sum of the $x$ and $y$ components, i.e., $|\tau| = (\tau_{xx}^2 + \tau_{yy}^2)^{1/2}$. Following Gray et al. (2006), these shear stresses near the base of a gravity current can be defined in terms of Reynolds stress, i.e., $\tau_{xx} = \rho <u'w'>$ where $u'$ and $w'$ are downstream and vertical velocity fluctuations, respectively and angle brackets again denote a time-average. In the region below the velocity maximum of depth $h$, the near-bed shear velocity ($U^*$) was calculated from the vector sum of downstream and cross-stream Reynolds stresses as

$$U^* = (\langle u'w' \rangle^2 + \langle v'w' \rangle^2)^{1/4}, \quad (8)$$

where $u'$, $v'$, and $w'$ are downstream, cross-stream, and vertical velocity fluctuations, respectively, and $\langle u'w' \rangle$ and $\langle v'w' \rangle$ are the Reynolds stress components along and perpendicular to the gravity current. In this paper
we will report near-bed means of \( U^* \) over the depth \( h \). The drag coefficient \( C_D \) was then calculated in terms of the near-bed velocity maximum \( U_{\text{max}} \) as

\[
C_D = \frac{U^*}{U_{\text{max}}}.
\]

The near-bed maximum velocity \( U_{\text{max}} \) is used in this expression for pragmatic purposes, as the ADVP measurements of \( U^* \) are only in the bottom 0.028 m.

3. Results

3.1. Overview of Experiments

The set of 22 experiments performed on the large-scale rotating facility in Grenoble provides the highest Reynolds numbers to date for gravity currents that were influenced by rotation, with values in the range of \( Re \approx 14,000–27,000 \) (ignoring the flows which were so heavily tilted that centerline values are unreliable; see later discussion). In particular, the flows were at least five times deeper, six times wider, and velocities were measured at 10 times the vertical resolution of previous work by Cossu and Wells (2010) or Cossu et al. (2010), allowing measurements within the boundary layers to now be made. This allows us to gain insight into how turbulence structures and velocities are modified in conditions resembling high and low latitudes. Analysis of different aspects of the flow such as downstream and cross-stream velocities, density fluctuation, shear velocity, drag coefficient, and Ekman number is here displayed through various images and figures in this section. Table S2 details our calculated dimensionless numbers (Rossby, Reynolds, Froude, and Ekman numbers), the drag coefficient and Ekman depth corresponding to each experiment, and the different variables by which those numbers were determined.

The evolution of a gravity current flowing through a channel can change dramatically under the influence of the Coriolis force. The dynamics of such a flow going around a bend is visually displayed in Figure 3 through two groups of photos with and without rotation, which were taken from the top of the experimental channel. Comparing the set of photos in Figures 3a and 3b, it can immediately be seen that the Coriolis force can have two groups of photos with and without rotation, which were taken from the top of the experimental channel.

On the other hand, in Figure 3b, corresponding to \( Ro_R = -0.15 \), strong Coriolis force deflects the gravity current towards the left bank of the channel. One surprising result is that, when comparing the two groups of images, the head of the flow moved faster around the bend under the effect of Coriolis force, opposite to the expectation for geostrophic flows in straight channels, where Coriolis force tends to decrease the downstream velocity (Cossu & Wells, 2010). The quantitative shifts in velocity will be further documented and analyzed with the incorporation of the ADVP measurements later in this section.

The lateral shift of the density and velocity core due to the Coriolis force means that some of the experimental parameters in Table S2 have to be interpreted carefully. In all of the 22 experimental cases, profiles of velocity and density were collected at the centerline at positions X1 and X2. However, in a few cases values at the centerline location are not representative of the real conditions within the current. For example, all the flows are supercritical in the straight section (position X1), with the exception of experiment 5X1S corresponding to \( Ro_W = -0.55 \) and \( Fr = 0.87 \). Such a small Froude number reflects the very low recorded velocity in this case, where the effect of high rotation caused a steep lateral interface angle deflecting the density and velocity core to the left-hand side of the channel rather than the centerline. Similarly, the small Reynolds numbers in the apex section (position X2) corresponding to experiment 5X2S (\( Re = 6418 \), \( Ro_R = -0.15 \)) and experiment 5X2N (\( Re = 6189 \), \( Ro_R = +0.06 \)) are a consequence of the gravity current being strongly deflected to the inner (as illustrated in Figure 3b) and outer bends, respectively, and hence, the lower velocity measured reflects the edge of the gravity current rather than that of the faster moving core. For this reason, velocity data from these three experiments have not been used during figure production. The proceeding discussion focuses on velocity and density profiles collected during experiments 3X1S, 6X1EQ, and 3X1N at position X1 (\( Ro_W = -2.76, \infty, \) and +2.83) and experiments 3X2S, 6X2EQ, and 3X2N at position X2 (\( Ro_R = -0.81, \infty, \) and +0.8). After plotting several figures for different experimental cases, and extensive
comparisons, we concluded that the above mentioned cases provide the best insight of the effect of the Coriolis and centrifugal forces on the current.

### 3.2. Velocity and Density Profiles

Time-averaged downstream and cross-stream velocities and density profiles at the centerline are displayed in Figures 4a–4c for the straight section (representing $Ro_W = -2.76$, $\infty$, $+2.83$) and Figures 4d–4f for the bend apex (representing $Ro_R = -0.81$, $\infty$, $+0.8$). The depth of the flow increases from approximately 0.15 m at the straight section to 0.22 m at the second bend apex. Coriolis force has little influence on the downstream velocity profiles in the straight section (Figure 4a), whereas changes are observed in the bend apex as a function of that force (Figure 4d). For the cases of no rotation ($Ro_R = \infty$), and a positive rotation ($Ro_R = +0.8$), where the centrifugal and Coriolis forces are in the same direction in the bend, the downstream velocity profiles show a maximum close to the bed, a rapid initial decline above the maximum, and then a zone up to ~0.1 m, where velocity declines relatively slowly (Figure 4d). In the case of $Ro_R = +0.8$ there is a very limited decline in downstream velocity in this basal 0.1 m zone, with the flow exhibiting a second local velocity maximum at ~0.1 m (Figure 4d). In contrast, for the case where the Coriolis force opposes the centrifugal force ($Ro_R = -0.81$), there is a continuous and rapid decline in flow velocity above the velocity maximum, which again is located close to the bed (Figure 4d). Consequently, at a height of 0.1 m the downstream velocities in the case for $Ro_R = -0.81$ ($U_{Ro_R = -0.81} = 0.10$ m s$^{-1}$) are 0.05 m s$^{-1}$ lower than for the $Ro_R = +0.8$ case ($U_{Ro_R = +0.8} = 0.15$ m s$^{-1}$) and 0.06 m s$^{-1}$ lower than for $Ro_R = \infty$ ($U_{Ro_R = \infty} = 0.16$ m s$^{-1}$).

The cross-stream velocity profiles also show some interesting trends. In a general comparison between Figures 4b and 4e, smaller time-averaged cross-stream velocity values ($\langle V \rangle$) are observed in the straight section, confirming the effect of the centrifugal force in the bend apex. For the straight channel, the blue cross-stream profile for $Ro_W = +2.83$ in Figure 4b shows a secondary circulation of $\langle V \rangle = -0.01$ m s$^{-1}$ to the left-hand side, very close to the base. While there is some overlap of error bars in this turbulent...
region, the mean velocity for \( R_{OW} = -2.83 \) is significantly different to that of \( R_{OW} = -2.83 \). The across stream velocity, below the depth of the downstream velocity maxima of the gravity current is deflected to the right-hand side (by velocities as high as \( \langle V \rangle = 0.011 \) m s\(^{-1}\)), followed by a small return flow to the left at the surface of the gravity current (0.15 m above base). This circulation is consistent with the sense of flow in straight channels, which also have the Coriolis force in the Northern Hemisphere sense. An almost mirrored velocity profile is observed for \( R_{OW} = -2.76 \), simulating the Southern Hemisphere. The positive rotation in the Northern Hemisphere locates the across stream velocity, at and just above the depth of the downstream velocity maxima of the current, towards the right-hand side of the channel and is accompanied by return flows to the left at the lower, and possibly upper, parts of the density current. In the Southern Hemisphere, the negative rotation sends the across stream velocity, at the depth of the downstream velocity maxima of the current, to the left with the two return flows towards the right-hand side of the channel. This observation is in agreement with the flow fields reported by Johnson and Ohlsen (1994), Davies et al. (2006), and Cossu et al. (2010). Note that the deflection of the flow for \( R_{OW} = \infty \) in the straight section in Figure 4b is likely due to a pair of cells converging at the surface and diverging at the bottom, similar to the secondary flow observed in straight rivers (Nezu et al., 1993). In the absence of rotation at the second bend apex (\( R_{OR} = \infty \)), the secondary flow close to the bottom is towards the outer bend accompanied by a return flow near the surface (Figure 4e, the black profile). Similar behavior has been reported in nonrotating submarine channel experiments (Corney et al., 2006, 2008; Cossu & Wells, 2010; Dorrell et al., 2018; Keevil et al., 2006).

In a left-turning bend for the Northern Hemisphere, such as the case of \( R_{OR} = +0.8 \), the centrifugal and Coriolis forces are acting in the same direction so that the bulk of the current is deflected towards the...
outer bank of the channel (Figure 4e, the blue profile). However, in a sharp contrast to the $Ro_R = \infty$ case, where the basal flow is in the direction of the centrifugal force, the basal flow for the $Ro_R = +0.8$ is reversed and in the opposite direction to the centrifugal force towards the inner bank of the channel (Figure 4e). In the Southern Hemisphere case ($Ro_R = -0.81$), where the centrifugal and Coriolis forces are opposing, the base of the gravity current is towards the outer bend, with a return flow above this (the red profile in Figure 4e). These observations of the direction of middepth flows are in broad agreement with the observations of the direction of cross-stream flow in Figure 3 of Cossu and Wells (2010). We note that this previous study lacked detailed measurements of the basal flows which makes it hard to compare details on basal flows, especially as the Ekman boundary layer was very likely below the lowest measurement in Cossu and Wells (2010). It is also important to note that while the cross-stream velocity at the depth of the velocity maxima is directed to the RHS of the channel for all three cases, the cross-stream velocity for $Ro_R = +0.81$ (blue curve) at this depth is lower than either the $Ro_R = -0.8$ or $Ro_R = \infty$ case. It is likely that this lower cross-stream velocity to the RHS is due to the downstream velocity being lower for $Ro_R = +0.81$ (blue curve in Figure 4d) and due to the increased vertical shear, as the near-bed flows now go to LHS, rather than the RHS for the two cases of $Ro_R = -0.8$ or $Ro_R = \infty$. Note that the basal flows will be discussed further below.

The time-averaged density profiles in Figures 4c and 4f have a similar trend to the downstream velocity profiles (Figures 4a and 4d). Both figures indicate that the depth of the flow has increased at the apex. Furthermore, there are significant density differences along the channel, as the maximum density of about 1,015 kg m$^{-3}$ in the straight section (Figure 4c) decreases to 1,009 kg m$^{-3}$ in the apex (Figure 4f). The increase in the depth of the currents (by 25%), along with the decreases in density (by 6%) and velocity (by 14%), indicate that the flow has become deeper, slower, and more dilute with downstream distance, and thus, entrainment of light fluid at the upper interface has occurred. It is worth noting that the density structure for $Ro_W = -0.81$ in Figure 4f is different to other two cases, suggesting that the internal density layers are being banked up against outer bend. Finally, the downstream velocity and density profiles in the straight section follow a very similar pattern for the three Rossby numbers (Figures 4a and 4c). However, this similar trend is not observed at the second bend apex as a result of the occurrence of the centrifugal force there (Figures 4d and 4f).

### 3.3. Velocity Dynamics in the Bottom Boundary Layer

The dynamics of sediment erosion and deposition occur within the bottom boundary layer of a gravity current, and we now focus on this region of the flow, which in a supercritical flow also contains the velocity maximum. The maximum downstream velocity in a gravity current often occurs close to the bed, since stable stratification implies that the density-difference driving force is concentrated closer to the base of the flow, whereas mixing at the top interface generates drag into the flow (Meiburg & Kneller, 2010; Turner, 1973). In Figure 5, the time-averaged downstream velocity profiles of the bottom 0.028 m are presented at three lateral locations for positions X1 and X2, under various Rossby numbers. The maximum time-averaged downstream velocity is very close to the bottom of the channel for all discussed Rossby numbers in both sections, with the distance being in the range of $h = 0.006–0.026$ m. For the nonrotating case ($Ro_R$ or $Ro_W = \infty$) in both positions X1 and X2 at the centerline location, the maximum downstream velocity decreases slightly from 0.25 m s$^{-1}$ (occurring at $h = 0.006$ m) at position X1 to 0.22 m s$^{-1}$ (occurring at $h = 0.008$ m) at position X2 (black profiles in Figures 5b and 5e). This reflects the downstream deceleration, thickening of the flow and the presence of centrifugally derived secondary flow at the second bend apex. The profile for the nonrotating case in all three y locations of the straight section (black profiles in Figures 5a–5c) would be expected to be roughly similar, and the small changes are likely related to possible inflow conditions or slight cross-stream slopes in the channel model. Due to the effect of the Coriolis force and secondary circulation, the maximum downstream velocity in the straight section at the centerline (Figure 5b) is greatest for the nonrotating and the positive rotation cases ($<U>_{max} = 0.25$ m s$^{-1}$), with some slight decreases for both faster negative rotation rates. This slight slowing of the flow with increased Coriolis force is consistent with the scaling of the “Nof velocity” (Ivanov et al., 2004); however, in the present experiments, it may also reflect the lateral tilting of the flow and thus, measurement of a slower part of the flow at the centerline. We note that the Nof velocity is a scaling for a depth-averaged flow and does not provide a theory for the internal velocity structure of a gravity current.
In the bend apex, faster downstream velocities are observed in the basal zone for the negative Rossby number case ($\text{Ro}_R = -0.81$), in comparison to those for positive Rossby numbers ($\text{Ro}_R = +0.8$) and the case with no rotation ($\text{Ro}_R = \infty$) (Figures 5d–5f). Note that in Figure 5d, while the maximum downstream velocity ($<U>_\text{max}$) is always within the range of $h = 0.006$–0.026 m of the bed, for $\text{Ro}_R = \infty$ and $-0.81$ the maximum occurs at a higher flow depth compared to the other cases. However, as described earlier, there are contrasting changes in downstream velocities within the bulk of the flow, as identified in the centerline profiles (Figure 4d), with flow decelerating with height far more rapidly in the negative Rossby case than in the other two cases. The faster basal velocities observed for the negative Rossby case may provide an explanation for the observation of faster head velocities observed from planform photographs in Figure 3b for a negative Rossby case ($\text{Ro}_R = -0.15$). This is interesting as it is opposite to the usual statement that the Coriolis force tends to slow the current down, as expressed by the Nof velocity, where $U_{\text{geo}} \sim \frac{g'}{S'/f}$, in which $S$ is slope and $g'$ the reduced gravity (Ivanov et al., 2004). However, this Nof velocity represents the bulk flow, rather than the variations in velocities with height observed herein. While there may be trends in the data as described above, the large magnitude of the error bars casts some doubt on their veracity. We subsequently refine the analysis to be able to quantify trends between runs.

There is symmetry in the sense of the secondary flow between positive and negative rotation rates (Northern and Southern Hemispheres) in the straight channel (Figures 6a–6c). These figures show the time-averaged cross-stream velocity profiles of the bottom 0.028 m of the gravity current. There is a basal flow directed to the right-hand side of the channel for $\text{Ro}_W = -2.76$ and to the left-hand side for $\text{Ro}_W = +2.83$. The reasons for the deflections in the nonrotating case ($\text{Ro}_W = \infty$) in the straight section were discussed earlier and are likely due to paired secondary cells and/or to small lateral variations in inflow conditions.

The near-bed cross-stream velocities are much larger (in some cases up to 10 times) in the channel bend than in the straight section, despite the overall decrease in downstream velocity with distance (Figures 6d–6f). Furthermore, the direction of cross-stream flows varies with distance across the channel, in contrast to the symmetry between positive and negative Rossby numbers as observed in the straight section.

Figure 5. Time-averaged downstream velocity profiles of the bottom 0.028 m (from ADVP1) at three measurement locations across the channel for (a), (b), (c) the straight section ($\text{Ro}_W = -2.76, \infty, +2.83$ corresponding to experiments 3X1S, 6X1EQ, and 3X1N) and (d), (e), (f) the bend apex section ($\text{Ro}_R = -0.81, \infty, +0.8$ corresponding to experiments 3X2S, 6X2EQ, and 3X2N). Error bars represent one standard error from the mean (68.2% confidence intervals) and were estimated using the equations provided by Benedict and Gould (1996).
For the nonrotating case ($Ro_R = \infty$), basal flow at the centerline and inner bend positions is towards the outer bank of the channel (black profiles in Figures 6e and 6f) as might be expected with the centrifugal force dominating at the depth of the downstream velocity maximum (Corney et al., 2006, 2008; Dorrell et al., 2013). However, in the outer bend position there is a small area of flow towards the inner bend of the channel, up to a depth of 0.008 m (black profile in Figure 6d), perhaps reflecting a developing corner cell. Such corner cells are well known to form in rectangular channels, as a result of transverse gradients of Reynolds shear stress (Prandtl, 1925; Gessner, 1973; Yang et al., 2012). There is a very similar pattern for $Ro_R = -0.8$, where the Coriolis and centrifugal forces work in opposition (red colored profile in Figures 6d–6f). However, for $Ro_R = +0.8$, when the Coriolis force is in the same direction as the centrifugal force, secondary flow near the bed is directed strongly towards the inner bend of the channel at the outer bend and centerline positions, thus in the opposite direction to the centrifugal force (blue profile in Figures 6d and 6e). This change in direction of near-bed flow is an important result that will be discussed later in terms of potential sediment transport.

When considering the differences in velocity structure between the spanwise positions, it should also be remembered that the bulk of the gravity current is also being laterally deflected (Figure 4). Based on previous descriptions of upper interface slope in Wells and Cossu (2013), for $Ro_R = \infty$ the gravity current would be located more towards the outer bend, with an upper interface that slopes down towards the inner bend. For $Ro_R = -0.8$, we expect that the upper interface is nearly flat. However, for $Ro_R = +0.8$ where the Coriolis force is in the same direction as the centrifugal force, the upper interface will be super elevated towards the outer bend of the channel, as the gravity current is strongly deflected in that direction. This would leave very little of the gravity current near the inner bend measurement position and may explain the low velocities at that location (blue colored profile in Figure 6f). However, since these low velocities do not mirror the direction of near-bed flow in the other lateral positions, this provides further evidence that a corner cell is developing (Cossu & Wells, 2010).

The key result of Figures 6d and 6e is the reversal of the basal flow in the channel bend when the Coriolis force is sufficiently high to overcome the centrifugal force. The basal flow that is oriented in the opposite (Figures 6d–6f). For the nonrotating case ($Ro_R = \infty$), basal flow at the centerline and inner bend positions is towards the outer bank of the channel (black profiles in Figures 6e and 6f) as might be expected with the centrifugal force dominating at the depth of the downstream velocity maximum (Corney et al., 2006, 2008; Dorrell et al., 2013). However, in the outer bend position there is a small area of flow towards the inner bend of the channel, up to a depth of 0.008 m (black profile in Figure 6d), perhaps reflecting a developing corner cell. Such corner cells are well known to form in rectangular channels, as a result of transverse gradients of Reynolds shear stress (Prandtl, 1925; Gessner, 1973; Yang et al., 2012). There is a very similar pattern for $Ro_R = -0.8$, where the Coriolis and centrifugal forces work in opposition (red colored profile in Figures 6d–6f). However, for $Ro_R = +0.8$, when the Coriolis and centrifugal forces work in the same direction, secondary flow near the bed is directed strongly towards the inner bend of the channel at the outer bend and centerline positions, thus in the opposite direction to the centrifugal force (blue profile in Figures 6d and 6e). This change in direction of near-bed flow is an important result that will be discussed later in terms of potential sediment transport.

When considering the differences in velocity structure between the spanwise positions, it should also be remembered that the bulk of the gravity current is also being laterally deflected (Figure 4). Based on previous descriptions of upper interface slope in Wells and Cossu (2013), for $Ro_R = \infty$ the gravity current would be located more towards the outer bend, with an upper interface that slopes down towards the inner bend. For $Ro_R = -0.8$, we expect that the upper interface is nearly flat. However, for $Ro_R = +0.8$ where the Coriolis force is in the same direction as the centrifugal force, the upper interface will be super elevated towards the outer bend of the channel, as the gravity current is strongly deflected in that direction. This would leave very little of the gravity current near the inner bend measurement position and may explain the low velocities at that location (blue colored profile in Figure 6f). However, since these low velocities do not mirror the direction of near-bed flow in the other lateral positions, this provides further evidence that a corner cell is developing (Cossu & Wells, 2010).

The key result of Figures 6d and 6e is the reversal of the basal flow in the channel bend when the Coriolis force is sufficiently high to overcome the centrifugal force. The basal flow that is oriented in the opposite
direction to the centrifugal force, in the case of $Ro_R = +0.8$, likely reflects what is usually described as an “Ekman boundary layer” (i.e., Darelus, 2008; Johnson & Sanford, 1992), but a stratification-modified Ekman boundary layer might be more accurate for cases such as the present, where the Coriolis force dominates underneath a strongly stratified region. The bottom boundary layer of a gravity current affected by the Coriolis force has been observed to exhibit a secondary circulation that opposes the circulation higher in the water column in field studies (Johnson & Sanford, 1992; Umlauf & Arneborg, 2009a, 2009b) and in straight channel experiments (Darelus, 2008; Davies et al., 2006; Johnson & Ohsen, 1994), but this is the first time that this has been recorded experimentally in sinuous subaqueous channels.

There are strong changes to the maximum near-bed (i.e., $<0.028$ m) values of downstream and cross-stream velocities as the Rossby number varies (Figure 7). The dashed blue curves fitted to Figures 7a–7c were obtained using Matlab’s fitnlm nonlinear regression model function using the inverse square standard errors as weights and eliminating outliers greater than 1.5 standard deviations from the model. It is worth noting that the current may not be detected by some off-center measurements because of the large surface elevation, especially at very low Rossby numbers in Figures 7a and 7b. The downstream velocity data in the straight section (Figure 7a) show a symmetric pattern around $1/Ro_R = 0$ ($Ro_R = \infty$), while there is a linear relationship between $1/Ro_R$ and $<U>_{max}$ for the bend apex case (Figure 7c). For the straight channel case, downstream velocities decrease with higher rotation rates (higher inverse Rossby numbers, and thus lower Rossby numbers), as previously described by Cossu et al. (2010). In the apex section of our left-turning bend on the other hand, the density current has the fastest maximum downstream velocity when the Coriolis and centrifugal forces oppose each other ($1/Ro_R < 0$) and the slowest maximum downstream velocity when they act together ($1/Ro_R > 0$) (Figure 7c). Figure 7c also shows that the maximum downstream velocity at the inner bank for $1/Ro_R = -6.66$ ($Ro_c = -0.15$) has increased by 0.076 m s$^{-1}$ (41%) compared to the no rotation case ($Ro_R = \infty$). This is in agreement with the head velocities observed in planform videos (Figure 3). Note that the small values of downstream velocity at the outer wall ($<U>_{max} = -0.01$ m s$^{-1}$) for $1/Ro_R = -6.66$ ($Ro_c = -0.15$, the blue data point) and the inner wall ($<U>_{max} = -0.01$ m s$^{-1}$) for $1/Ro_R = 16.66$ ($Ro_c = +0.06$, the green data point) in Figure 7c correspond to the absence of the gravity current at one side of the channel, where it was strongly deflected to the opposite side. The secondary circulation shifts towards the left- and right-hand sides of the straight channel (Figure 7b) and the inner and outer banks of the curved channel (Figure 7d), as the Rossby number changes. The straight channel section displays a largely symmetric distribution of the direction of cross-stream velocities (Figure 7b), discounting the fastest rotating experiments, where the velocity core was pushed to one extreme side or the other. The cross-stream velocities in the apex section in Figure 7d show a similar pattern to Figure 7b with a change in direction with the change in sign of Rossby number; however, there are two important differences. First, the magnitude of secondary flows is roughly twice as high in the apex, compared to the straight section. Second, it appears that there is a minimum positive inverse Rossby number of approximately $1/Ro_R = +1.25$ ($Ro_c = +0.8$) needed before the near-bed flows change direction, suggesting that the Coriolis force needs to reach a certain threshold compared to the centrifugal force. For cases with Rossby numbers smaller than $Ro_R = +0.8$, a stratification-modified Ekman boundary layer is present at the base of the flow that is oriented in the opposite sense to the centrifugal force.

3.4. Lateral Density Differences in the Bottom Boundary Layer

The changes in Coriolis force have a substantial effect on the lateral slope of the density interfaces within the gravity current as it moves in the channel (Figure 8). Previous work of Cossu and Wells (2010) and Wells and Cossu (2013) could only describe the upper interface of the density current, whereas in the present study we are able to examine the internal structure from the conductivity measurements made by the MSTCI conductivity probe. Figure 8 depicts the lateral differences of the near-bed density ($0.044$ m above the bottom of the channel) as a function of rotation (inverse Rossby number) in the straight and apex sections. In the straight section, the dense fluid at the base of the current is deflected to the right- and the left-hand side at faster positive and negative rotation rates, respectively (Figure 8a). In contrast, at the bend apex in almost all cases the maximum density is deflected towards the outer bank, suggesting that the centrifugal force dominates this region of the flow (Figure 8b). Comparing Figures 8a and 8b shows that density differences across the channel for the straight section vary between $-8.77 < \rho < 7.75$ kg m$^{-3}$, whereas at the bend apex almost all of the lateral density anomalies are in the range $0 < \rho < 7.89$ kg m$^{-3}$. In order to understand these numbers, it is
It is significant that almost all values in Figure 8b are positive (except for $1/Ro_R = 6.66; Ro_R = -0.15$) meaning that the flow is always denser at the outer bank and implies that the centrifugal force is dominant in always moving this dense core in the same direction. In addition, the density differences at the outer bank (blue points in Figure 8b) are generally higher than the density differences at the inner bank (green points in Figure 8b), therefore showing increasing density contrast towards the outer bank.

### 3.5. Shear Velocities and Drag Coefficients

The shear velocity ($U^*$) calculated from equation (8) is slightly larger on average in the bend apex than the straight section. The mean values of the shear velocity calculated over three measurement locations across the channel are plotted for both positions X1 and X2 as a function of rotation (inverse Rossby number) in Figure 9. In most of the experiments, this value is less than or close to 0.005 m s$^{-1}$ at position X1 (Figure 9a). In contrast, there is more variation at position X2 where this value can be as large as 0.0086 m s$^{-1}$ (Figure 9b). The mean value of all shear velocities (excluding the non-rotating case) at the straight section is $U^*_{str} = 0.0039$ m s$^{-1}$ with a standard deviation of 0.0011 m s$^{-1}$. In contrast the shear velocities are almost 18% larger at the bend apex, where $U^*_{apex} = 0.0046$ with a standard deviation of 0.0018 m s$^{-1}$. This is despite the overall downstream deceleration between the straight section and the second bend.

---

**Figure 7.** Time-averaged maximum downstream ($<U>_{max}$) and cross-stream ($<V>_{max}$) velocities at the three measurement locations across the channel as a function of rotation for (a), (b) the straight and (c), (d) bend apex sections. The blue dashed lines emphasize the general trends that are apparent in the data, along with $R^2$ values. Comparing (a) and (c), the downstream velocity data in the straight section depicts a symmetric pattern around $1/Ro_W = 0$, whereas in the bend section there is an asymmetric pattern. In both (b) and (d) the cross-stream velocity data has a symmetric distribution in terms of the direction ignoring the low Rossby numbers. Comparing (b) and (d), the magnitude of $<V>_{max}$ in the apex is in almost two times larger than the straight section. Furthermore, in (d) the near-bed flow changes direction at $1/Ro_R = +1.25$ (Ro_R = +0.8).
The drag coefficients, $C_D$, at the bend apex are up to two times larger than the straight section (Figures 9c and 9d), which is in agreement with results from Blanckaert (2010), who found larger drag coefficients in river channel bends than in straight sections. Almost all drag coefficients at the straight section (Figure 9c) are of the order of $5 \times 10^{-4}$. The anomalous points, such as $\frac{1}{\text{Ro}_W} = -1.82$ (Ro$_W = -0.55$) at the right-hand side position and $\frac{1}{\text{Ro}_W} = +1.82$ (Ro$_W = +0.55$) at the left-hand side position, are both for cases where the current is completely deflected to one side of the channel, and hence, it is difficult to reliably estimate the downstream velocity to normalize shear velocity. The calculated values for the drag coefficient at this section are consistent in magnitude with previous studies (Cossu et al., 2010; Kessel & Kranenburg, 1996; Peters & Johns, 2005). However, drag coefficients at the bend apex are up to two times larger than those at the straight section (Figure 9d). Note that the drag coefficient data corresponding to $\frac{1}{\text{Ro}_R} = -6.66$ (Ro$_R = -0.15$) in the outer bend position and $\frac{1}{\text{Ro}_R} = +16.66$ (Ro$_R = +0.06$) in the inner bend position are not included in Figure 9d. As the rotation rates were high in these cases, the flow was completely deflected to one side of the channel, and therefore, the collected data were outliers. The mean of all drag coefficients (excluding the nonrotating case) at the straight section is $C_{D_{\text{str}}} = 4.24 \times 10^{-4}$ with the standard deviation of $2.5 \times 10^{-4}$. The drag coefficients (excluding the data noted above) are larger on average at the bend ($C_{D_{\text{apex}}} = 8.01 \times 10^{-4}$ with a standard deviation of $7.87 \times 10^{-4}$), than in the straight section, due to the larger values of shear velocity at the bend. The increased drag coefficients measured at the bend apex suggests that...
there could be more potential for erosion at the bend apex, despite the large-scale deceleration between the straight section and the second bend apex.

3.6. Ekman Numbers

The magnitude of the Ekman number can be used to estimate the degree to which the well-mixed bottom boundary layer is dominated by Coriolis (\(\text{Ek} \ll 1\)) or frictional forces (\(\text{Ek} \gg 1\)). The absolute values of the inverse Ekman number for different rotation rates are plotted for both the straight and the bend apex sections in Figure 10. Recalling equation (7), the Ekman number can be interpreted as the ratio of the theoretical Ekman boundary layer thickness \(d\), to the depth \(h\) of the well-mixed layer below the velocity maximum of a gravity current. The Ekman number (see equation (5)) of a well-mixed bottom boundary is approximately unity only in a few rapidly rotating experiments when \(0.7 < |1/RoW| < 2.5\) (\(0.4 < |RoW| < 1.4\)) at the straight section, and when \(|1/RoR| > 2.85\) (\(|RoR| < 0.35\)) at the bend apex. For all other experiments, the Ekman numbers are much larger than one, so that \(1/\text{Ek} < < 1\), implying \(d > h\) (Figure 10).

The Ekman number plotted in Figure 2008 gives an idea of how much of the well-mixed boundary is dominated by the Coriolis force versus the frictional force. Classical Ekman theory strictly applies for \(\text{Ek} \ll 1\). The whole well-mixed boundary layer is a balance of the turbulent (or viscous) shear and the Coriolis force for \(\text{Ek} \sim 1\), while frictional force dominates within the boundary for \(\text{Ek} \gg 1\), and we might expect to see a classical logarithmic boundary layer. The key result of Figure 10 is that in almost all experiments we have \(\text{Ek} \gg 1\), so while the Coriolis force is important, we would not expect to see a classic Ekman spiral in the velocity structure of the bottom boundary layer. There is a gradual and continuous increase in Ekman number with a decrease in the rate of rotation for both sections (Figure 10). This implies that there is a gradual transition between the relative importance of the Coriolis force versus frictional force, rather than a sudden sharp transition where frictional forces suddenly dominate. Hence, Coriolis force can still be somewhat important even for \(1/RoR < 1\) (\(RoR > 1\)). In the straight section (Table S2), the absolute values of Ekman number are in the range of \(1.2 < |\text{Ek}| < 12.5\) with only one exception in the case of slowly rotating \(RoW = -10.85\) at the centerline, yielding an absolute Ekman number, \(|\text{Ek}|\), with the highest value of 64.37. The value of the inverse Ekman number for all rotation rates in Figure 10a is \(0 < 1/|\text{Ek}| < 1.2\). On the other
3.7. Summary of Velocity and Density Variations in the Straight and Curved Channels

A schematic summary of the relationship between the lateral distribution of velocity and density, as well as interfacial tilt for different Rossby numbers in the straight section of the channel, is shown in Figure 11. These schematics of the behavior of the current and deflection of the density interface use data from experiments with $Ro_W = \infty$, $+2.83$, and $-2.76$. Our velocity and density data for the nonrotating case (Figure 11a) show relatively small lateral variation, with a small circulation near the walls and no deflection of the interface towards either side of the channel. Fast positive rotation rates (Figure 11b) also show very little variation in downstream velocities on the left-hand side of the channel. Furthermore, the effect of the Coriolis force sends the bulk of the current to the right-hand side of the channel when looking downstream (simulating the Northern Hemisphere), and the interface tilts laterally upwards towards the right-hand wall. When the rotation is reversed (Figure 11c), the density interface is a mirror image of Figure 11b, and downstream velocities on the right-hand side decrease, while the Coriolis force deflects the bulk of the flow and the density

---

**Figure 10.** Variations of $1/Ek$ as a function of rotation in (a) the straight and (b) the bend apex section. In almost all cases $|Ek| >> 1$, except for the most rapidly rotating experiments, where $Ek \sim 1$. This implies that the depth of Ekman boundary layer $d$ is much larger than the depth of the well-mixed bottom boundary $h$ that exists below the velocity maxima. As $Ek >> 1$ in almost all experiments, it is not expected to observe a classical Ekman spiral in the velocity structure of the bottom boundary layer. In this plot only the centerline values of $U^*$ are used to estimate $Ek$. 

hand, $|Ek|$ becomes slightly larger at the bend apex and varies within the larger range of $1.1 < |Ek| < 28.8$ (Table S2). This leads to $0 < 1/|Ek| < 1$ for all rotation rates in Figure 10b.
maximum to the left wall. The above observations, of lateral tilt of the upper surface and flow velocities, are in agreement with the experiments of Cossu et al. (2010); however, here we combine these data with detailed measurements of internal density for the first time.

The presence of a bend in the channel changes the circulation pattern of the gravity current and the deflection of the density interface substantially. These changes in the apex section are summarized schematically in Figure 12 for $Ro_R = \infty$, $+0.8$, and $-0.81$. One of the surprising results this figure highlights is that, while the velocity maxima and upper density interface shift from left to right, the maximum density is always located at the outer bank irrespective of the sense of rotation. In contrast to the straight channel, when maximum density switches sides with the sense of rotation, this suggests a decoupling of the velocity and density fields.

Figure 11. Schematic of the current at the straight section for (a) $Ro_W = \infty$ (experiment 6X1EQ), (b) $Ro_W = +2.83$ (experiment 3X1N), and (c) $Ro_W = -2.76$ (experiment 3X1S). Red, yellow, and blue vectors represent the downstream, maximum downstream, and cross-stream velocities, respectively. BBL, bottom boundary layer, defined as the depth below the velocity maximum. The red dashed line indicates where the cross-stream velocity changes direction. Shades of blue schematically illustrate the changes in density with depth, albeit these likely exhibit a more continuous stratification, rather than the simple layers shown herein.
Figure 12. Schematic of the current at the second bend apex section for (a) $Ro_h = \infty$ (experiment 6X2EQ), (b) $Ro_h = +0.8$ (experiment 3X2N), and (c) $Ro_h = -0.81$ (experiment 3X2S). Red, yellow, and blue vectors represent the downstream, maximum downstream, and cross-stream velocities, respectively. Apart from the outer bend measurement position in (a), where the downstream velocity maximum is not recorded in the observation window, thus the vector represents the highest velocity observed. BBL, bottom boundary layer, defined as the depth below the velocity maximum. The red dashed line indicates where the cross-stream velocity changes direction. Shades of blue schematically illustrate the changes in density with depth, albeit these likely exhibit a more continuous stratification, rather than the simple layers shown herein.
when the Coriolis force opposes the centrifugal force (Figure 13c). In the absence of rotation ($Ro_R = \infty$, simulating a left-turning bend at the Equator), small lateral density gradients and larger downstream velocities at the outer bend are observed, as the centrifugal force preferentially directs the lower part of the flow around the maximum velocity (i.e., that part with most momentum) towards the outer bend (Figure 12a), which is consistent with earlier studies (Cossu & Wells, 2010; Keevil et al., 2006; Serchi et al., 2011). In the case when the Coriolis and centrifugal forces act together (Figure 12b), corresponding a left-turning bend in the Northern Hemisphere, the core part of the gravity current shifts towards the outer bank. However, the basal part of the flow (<0.028 m) exhibits secondary flow towards the inner bank, opposite to the direction of the centrifugal force, representing a stratification-modified Ekman boundary layer (see Figures 4e, 6d–f, and 7d). Similarly, there is also a return flow towards the inner wall at the top of the current. The maximum downstream velocities in the basal part of the flow are characterized by slower values, especially at the inner bend (Figures 5f and 12b). In contrast, in the case when the centrifugal and Coriolis forces are in opposition (Figure 12c), corresponding to a left-turning bend in the Southern Hemisphere, downstream velocities are more evenly distributed across the width (the three y locations) of the channel (Figures 5d–f and 13c). Faster downstream velocities are observed in the basal part of the flow and secondary flow is directed towards the outer bank. A clear trend is observed in the basal zone of the flow, with progressive increases in maximum downstream flow velocities with decreased negative Rossby numbers, and a decline in downstream velocities with larger positive Rossby numbers (Figure 7c).

### 3.8. Discussion

#### 3.8.1. Velocity, Density, and Bottom Boundary Layer of the Gravity Current

The experiments described herein highlight new effects of the Coriolis force upon the velocity and density structure of channelized gravity currents. A key result is the observation of a stratification-modified Ekman boundary layer, in left-turning bends where $Ro_R < +0.8$ (Figures 4e, 6d–f, and 7d). Flow in this basal layer overcomes the dominance of centrifugal effects and is therefore oriented towards the inner bank, rather than the usual observation of flowing away from the inner bank. Consequently, in a sediment-laden flow any bedload sediment transport will have a component oriented towards the inner bank at the bend apex, even though both the centrifugal and Coriolis forces are oriented towards the outer bank. This contrasts with submarine channel flows with the same sense of the centrifugal force, but where the Coriolis force is zero, in which bedload has an outward-directed component at the bend apex (Amos et al., 2010; Dorrell et al., 2013; Keevil et al., 2006). The observed stratification-modified Ekman boundary layer, $d$, is approximately 28-mm thick in the present experiments and constitutes that part of the flow below and immediately above the downstream velocity maximum (Figures 4d and 4e).

In curved channels, we observed increased downstream velocities in the bottom boundary layer around bends with negative Rossby numbers (Figures 5d–f and 7c), and this was also reflected in the head velocities of gravity currents with negative Rossby numbers (Figure 3). However, these higher velocities in the basal layer are compensated by lower velocities at height within the current (Figure 4d). Furthermore, we noted an almost doubling of the drag coefficient in the channel bend, compared to the straight section (Figure 10).

Another key observation is that the deflection of the density core was always towards the outside of the channel bend (Figure 8b). This new result is somewhat surprising as it suggests that the internal density structure behaves differently to the upper surface. Previous theory and observations (Cossu & Wells, 2010; Komar, 1969; Wells & Cossu, 2013) have all described the tilt of the upper interface in terms of Coriolis and centrifugal forces and shown that this upper surface can tilt towards either the outer or inner bend depending upon the relative strength of Coriolis force. While we do not have a theory as to why the internal density field appears to be decoupled from the velocity field, a number of previous observations of nonrotating and rotating gravity currents are consistent with our observations, suggesting it is an important topic for future research. For flows with no rotational influence ($Ro_R = \infty$) or positive Rossby numbers, the velocity and density maxima are co-located, but when the Coriolis force opposes the centrifugal force (Figure 13c, in the case of $Ro_R = -0.81$ as well as $-0.42$), the velocity maximum is located towards the inner bank, thus indicating a decoupling of the velocity and density fields. This decoupling is in agreement with that observed in the numerical simulations of a right-turning curved channel with no rotational influence of Serchi et al. (2011; their Figures 13C and 16), with the density maximum located
towards the outer bank at the bend apex, and the velocity maximum located towards the inner bank. This decoupling of the density and velocity fields has also been observed in the Black Sea subaqueous channel (Sumner et al., 2014), although in this case with an estimated $Ro_\text{b}$ of $+0.87$, and by Wells and Cossu (2013) in a left-turning Northern Hemisphere bend, where the density maximum was found at the inner bend, whereas the velocity maximum was found at the outer bend. Consequently, the sense of decoupling was opposite to the observations from our experimental cases at equivalent negative Rossby numbers. No decoupling of the velocity and density fields was observed for positive rotations in the present experiments. Similar results to those of Sumner et al. (2014), with decoupling and the location of the density maximum shifting towards the inner bend, have been found in analogous systems such as stratified flows in curved large oceanographic straits (Umlauf et al., 2007; Umlauf & Arneborg, 2009a, 2009b) in highly stratified curved estuarine flows (Nidzieko et al., 2009; Seim & Gregg, 1997) and in a simulation of a sinuous submarine channel in the absence of Coriolis force (Janocko et al., 2013). While not displaying lateral variation in downstream velocities, the numerical simulations of curved channels without the influence of Coriolis force by Ezz and Imran (2014) mainly showed outer bank density maxima but demonstrated that the density maximum can change to the inner bank simply by increasing the channel width, even though the sense of secondary circulation remained the same. The present results suggest that these differences in the nature of flow decoupling are the product of the Coriolis force, along with flow stratification, bend geometry, slope, and flow discharge (Ezz & Imran, 2014; Sumner et al., 2014). Collectively, these processes will influence the phase lag between the secondary current strength and channel curvature (Ezz & Imran, 2014), in turn potentially controlling when and how density and velocity decoupling occurs.

### 3.8.2. Implications for Channel Evolution

In the present experiments, we have measured flow at a single bend apex. However, in this case, we have varied Rossby number so that the effects of both left- and right-turning bends on the flow can be seen in terms of variations between positive and negative Rossby numbers. Thus for a Northern Hemisphere channel, positive Rossby numbers relate to left-turning bends, and negative Rossby numbers relate to right-turning bends. The new results from our saline gravity current experiments are potentially important for understanding transport and erosion in dynamically similar turbidity currents constrained to sinuous submarine channels. In the following section, we will attempt to understand how changes in density and velocity structure due to the Coriolis force may influence the location of erosion and deposition with channels, and hence, how channel sinuosity could evolve with time.

---

**Figure 13.** A schematic display of the postulated patterns of erosion and deposition and the evolution of channel sinuosity under the effects of (a-c) traction-dominated and (d-f) suspension fallout transport regimes in the Northern Hemisphere, Equator, and Southern Hemisphere.
Two new results from our experiments are especially important for the temporal evolution of channel sinuosity at high latitudes. The first result is the asymmetry in near-bed downstream velocity between left- and right-turning bends (Figure 7c), and the second is the observation that the density core is always deflected to the outside of the bend (Figure 8b). As the velocity maximum is located on the inside of the left-turning bend when the Coriolis force is large and negative (see Figure 3), this implies there is much greater potential for erosion to occur in a way that diminishes the tendency for channels to become sinuous. One of the surprising results summarized in Figure 12 is that even though the position of the velocity maximum shifted laterally Coriolis force changed, the maximum density is always located at the outside of the channel bend. Our experiment used salt, but if this was a turbidity current then the largest density would correspond to the region of highest sediment load, which in turn would influence where deposition occurred.

Our results demonstrate that the Coriolis force, even at moderate Rossby numbers, leads to significant velocity and density asymmetries between left- and right-turning bends. This could influence the growth of submarine channel sinuosity at midlatitudes, where many flows in channels have $\text{Ro}_{\text{cal}}<10$ (Wells & Cossu, 2013). The motivation for doing these large-scale rotating experiments was to test if they offered a potential explanation for the field observation of Peakall et al. (2012) that higher latitude submarine channels are generally straighter than those at the Equator. Peakall et al. (2012) postulated that the Coriolis force might explain a possible asymmetry between the development of left- and right-turning channel bends, but at the time, they did not elucidate a convincing mechanism. Cossu et al. (2015) subsequently proposed that submarine channel development might depend upon latitude due to shifts in the lateral location of the downstream velocity core under the effect of the Coriolis force. Sinuous channels could then have an asymmetry in the flow dynamics between left- and right-turning bends, where if the velocity core is laterally deflected bends on one side of the channel would stop growing, therefore restricting sinuosity. This explanation of Cossu et al. (2015) linked the measurements of bed dynamics and the flow. However, the size of their experimental setup hindered the acquisition of detailed basal flow measurements and was too small to assess the development of Ekman boundary layers.

The new contribution of the current study is based upon measurements of internal velocity, density structure, and near-bed turbulence. We have synthesized our new findings on velocity, density, and turbulence structure in gravity currents to make a schematic diagram of the possible implications with respect to the evolution of channel sinuosity at different latitudes in Figure 13. In this figure, we postulate how the changes in downstream and cross-stream velocities and density structure of these saline gravity currents could influence large-scale sediment-laden turbidity currents. Here, we examine two styles of sedimentation from a turbidity current, net erosive and traction dominated (Figures 13a–13c), and suspension-dominated (Figures 13d–13f). In the net erosive and traction-dominated case, sediment movement is controlled by a combination of the locus of downstream velocity maximum and by secondary flow in the bottom boundary layer, which includes stratification-modified Ekman boundary layers (where present). In the suspended sediment case, sediment fallout is dominated by the flow concentration and thickness. The schematic in Figure 13 illustrates the evolution of channel sinuosity under the effects of traction- and suspension-dominated regimes in the Northern Hemisphere, the Equator, and the Southern Hemisphere. This figure advances the observations of Cossu et al. (2015), as we have now measured the changes in turbulent strength and internal density structure of gravity currents under different rotation rates and at high Reynolds numbers.

In the absence of the Coriolis force in a sinuous channel, the centrifugal force is typically greatest at the level of the maximum downstream velocity. For flows with near-bed secondary circulation directed towards the outer bank at the bend apex as occur herein (Figure 7d), that is, reversed relative to rivers, the locus of maximum downstream velocity is also deflected towards the outer bank (Amos et al., 2010; Dorrell et al., 2018; Keevil et al., 2006; Straub et al., 2008; Wells & Cossu, 2013). These higher downstream velocities at the outer bank would result in higher erosion potential at outer bend locations in both right- and left-turning bends (Figures 13b and 13e), consequently channel sinuosity would increase with time, in line with the standard descriptions for sinuous channel evolution in both subaerial and subaqueous settings (Ikeda et al., 1981; Imran et al., 1999; Johannesson & Parker, 1989; Seminara, 2006). Many experimental studies on subcritical and supercritical flows in submarine channel bends at smaller scales (Table S1), report basal secondary flow pointing towards the outer bend, at the bend apex, accompanied by a surface return flow (Corney et al., 2008;
Cossu & Wells, 2010; Keevil et al., 2006), similar to our observations in the cross-stream velocity profiles depicted in Figure 4e (black curve representing $Ro = \infty$). This outward-directed secondary flow component in the upstream parts of the bend leads to deposition at the inner bend due to the convergence of fluid and sediment being delayed farther around the bend compared to fluvial examples (Darby & Peakall, 2012; Peakall et al., 2007).

In the suspension fallout phase when there is no rotation, sediment is preferentially deposited at outer bend apices, where the density maximum is located, and fine sediments are over spilled by the superelevation of upper interface centrifugal force (Figure 13e) (Cossu et al., 2015; Kane et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2009; Straub et al., 2011). This periodic outer bank deposition is postulated to help in the stabilization of sinuosity in the latter stages of submarine channel evolution at low latitudes (Amos et al., 2010; Kane et al., 2008; Straub et al., 2008).

In the Northern Hemisphere under the net erosive phase, there would be a strong deflection of the flow towards the outside of the left-turning bend, as the centrifugal and Coriolis forces both act in the same direction and the maximum downstream velocity gets even closer to this bend (Figures 13a and 7c). Since the location of maximum velocity controls the location of erosion in net erosive flows, more erosion would likely occur in the outer bank of the left-turning bend as displayed in Figure 13a. On the other hand, the centrifugal and Coriolis forces oppose each other in the right-turning bend. Maximum downstream velocities are very similar at all three positions across the bed, but the height of the maximum downstream velocity is close to the bed at the inner bank and becomes progressively higher across the channel (Figure 13c). Therefore, the basal velocity gradient is much higher at the inner bank, and consequently, bed shear stress will also be much greater, leading to higher potential for erosion and sediment transport at this location, i.e., on the right-hand side of the channel looking downstream. Thus, erosion would likely occur on all of the right-hand side of the channel as illustrated in Figure 13a. In the traction-dominated phase in the Northern Hemisphere, the secondary circulation (usually 10% of the downstream velocity but can be as large as 50% in some cases; Keevil et al., 2006, 2007; Pyles et al., 2012) would carry a large amount of eroded sediment downstream of the inner bank of the left-turning bend and into the right-turning bend as illustrated schematically in Figure 13a. The areas of erosion and deposition are mirrored in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 13c).

The asymmetry in the distribution of erosion and deposition processes at higher latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere in Figure 13a results in a net migration to the right looking downstream and to the left for the Southern Hemisphere case in Figure 13c. More importantly, we suggest that by reducing the tendency for one bend to erode and become more sinuous, these higher latitude channels will not become more sinuous but rather just migrate. Such a shift in erosion pattern could act to stop the growth of initial perturbations (described by Ikeda et al., 1981), which are thought to promote sinuosity. This offers a possible mechanism to explain observations of systematic decreases in submarine channel sinuosity with latitude (Peakall et al., 2012).

The fallout of suspended sediment is most likely to occur at the location of the density maximum of the gravity current, in the Northern Hemisphere this occurs at the outer banks of both bends (Figure 13d). However, there is a thicker flow at the outer bank of the left-turning bend looking downstream as both the Coriolis and centrifugal forces produce a greater deflection in the current, and hence, more sediment is deposited in this area. As there is more deposition at one bend, the channel is not migrating but rather straightening under the effect of suspension fallout in the Northern Hemisphere. In the Southern Hemisphere a mirrored sedimentation pattern is observed as illustrated in Figure 13f.

The tendency for overbanking flows depends upon the superelevation of the upper interface, which shows an asymmetry between channel bends when the Coriolis force becomes important (Figures 13d and 13f). A standard observation is that in the Northern Hemisphere, channel levees are high on the right-hand side (looking downstream) and in the Southern Hemisphere they are higher on the left-hand side (Komar, 1969). In Figure 13d, it is postulated that more sediment is deposited towards the outside of the left-turning bend, where the Coriolis and centrifugal forces create a larger deflection of the density current. Therefore, higher levee heights should be observed on the right-hand side at the left tuning bend. In the Southern Hemisphere on the other hand, such a pattern is mirrored, and there should be higher levee heights at the left-hand side of the right-turning bend.
4. Conclusions

The important new observations in this study show that the Coriolis force has a substantial effect on the location of the density structure and magnitude and direction of internal flows within a saline gravity current flowing along a deep-water channel. The location of the maximum velocity core, and the orientation of the bottom boundary layer, of a gravity current change under the effect of the Coriolis force, which causes left- and right-turning bends to be asymmetric. However, the denser fluid always remains at the outer bend, providing a hydraulic mechanism for stabilizing the evolution of bends at higher latitudes. In particular, strong Coriolis force can flip the direction of the near-bed secondary flow, which is predicted to strongly influence sediment transport in turbidity currents and hence, the evolution of straight and sinuous deep-water channels at different latitudes. Such deep-water channels are critical conduits for deep thermohaline circulation in the ocean and are often important pathways for the transport of sediment by turbidity currents. The use of a rotating 13-m radius channel gave an unprecedented view of high Reynolds number rotating gravity currents, so that this study has by far the most detailed velocity and density measurement of a laboratory channelized gravity current in a controlled environment in both straight and sinuous channels, with and without rotation. To our knowledge, these experiments represent the largest and most turbulent gravity current ever tested under the effect of Coriolis force, allowing a meaningful extrapolation to field-scale underwater gravity currents in the ocean. Previous studies with much smaller experimental setups (Cossu et al., 2010; Cossu et al., 2015; Cossu & Wells, 2010; Keevil et al., 2006) and lower Reynolds numbers were not capable of resolving the thin bottom boundary layer. Our results provide an explanation for the effect of the Coriolis force on the velocity structure of the gravity current flowing within a straight channel, as observed in the previous study of Cossu et al. (2010). The symmetric pattern in the downstream and cross-stream velocity profiles in our straight channel indicates the symmetry in patterns of circulation between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.

In our channel bend, the key result is that for small Rossby numbers where $|Ro_\theta| < +0.8$, the Coriolis force dominates the centrifugal force and changes the near-bed flow direction in the bottom boundary layer, through the development of a stratification-modified Ekman boundary layer. This key feature of the secondary flow under the influence of rotation builds upon previous nonrotating studies, where the centrifugal force dominates (Corney et al., 2006, 2008; Cossu & Wells, 2010; Dorrell et al., 2018; Keevil et al., 2006). Furthermore, the velocity and density fields in sinuous channels are shown to be decoupled. The Coriolis force moves the location of the maximum downstream velocity core laterally to the left or right depending on the sense of rotation (i.e., Northern or Southern Hemisphere), while the centrifugal force always sends the denser portion of the current towards the outer bend of the channel. We synthesize these observations into a new conceptual model of the underlying flow mechanics of sinuous turbidity currents and resultant sedimentation that explains the nature of observed sinuosity variations at both low and high latitudes.
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